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Useful Information About Our Repackaging Program

Thank you for considering AnewMed’s repackaging/recertification program for single-use medical devices. We
repackage select* Class 1 and 2 unused expired and open-but-unused single-use devices. (*See page 3 & 4 of this
document for device types we do and do not accept.) Our production facility is located in Tucker, Georgia just east
of Atlanta and we have been in operation since 2012.

Sterilization Overview
Products that meet our criteria and are approved safe to re-sterilize, are repackaged and relabeled in our CME
(controlled manufacturing environment). Device loads are then transported to a contract facility for ethylene
oxide gas sterilization.
Because our loads can consist of highly variable product types, the sterilization cycle we employ is modeled after
the convenience kit industry. Convenience kits, because of their high density present an excellent worst-case
model, and our fully validated cycle utilizes a double over-kill method with a 5-hour gas exposure, enabling us to
achieve the desired SAL (Sterility Assurance Level) of 10−6 .
We recognize when it comes to patient safety there can be no compromise, and our protocols for packaging,
sterilization-monitoring, and device-tracking were developed with this in mind.

Repackaging vs. Reprocessing
To be clear, AnewMed is NOT a reprocessor. Reprocessors such as Stryker Sustainability, SterilMed and Medline
Renewal work with soiled devices— disinfecting, cleaning, remanufacturing, testing—in the process creating
products unique from those of the original manufacturer. Per FDA, they are effectively new products, of which the
reprocessor is considered the new manufacturer.
By contrast, AnewMed handles only unused expired and open-but-unused devices. We partner with hospitals and
ASC’s—many of whom already utilize reprocessing services—that simply want an additional way to create value
and help keep devices out of landfills.
We maintain a fluctuating stock of repackaged devices at an approximate 20% discount from our med surplus
competitors. Additionally, we offer a liquidation option for your expired devices: simply send in devices that meet
our criteria outlined on pages 3 & 4 and we will repackage what is marketable, splitting the sales with you. Current
commission rate is 25%. (Monthly check and statement provided).
Beyond that, we will repackage-to-order (“recertify”) your expired devices at 50% of what you pay for OEM new.
Thanks again for your interest. Provided on the next pages is some additional information regarding our company
and business. If you have additional questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us.

Sincerely,

The AnewMed Team
email: info@anewmed.com
call: 770-263-9633
www.anewmed.com
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AnewMed’s FDA Registration Number: 3009711423
Owner/Operator Number: 10041338

Our FDA registration:
http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfRL/rl.cfm?rid=143537
Code of Federal Regulations 21CFR807.20 -- Procedures for Device Establishments
21CFR807.20 - See (a)(3)
Our sterilization validation summary (sensitive information omitted):
http://www.anewmed.com/ANMValidationSummary130131.pdf
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Devices Not Repackaged by AnewMed
The following devices do not meet current product approval criteria and cannot be repackaged.















Devices expired 5 years or more.
Used or soiled devices.
Reprocessed devices.
o Brands include:
- Medline Renewal / Medissis
- SterilMed
- Stryker Sustainability / Ascent
Loose devices (No package/original label).*
o *Open-but-unsed devices accepted if original label accompanies them.
Devices less than $25.
Class III devices.
Devices containing batteries.
Devices containing latex.
Devices containing pharmaceuticals or other liquids. Kits with these included.
Bone Cement.
Devices in foil packages.
Devices containing absorbable materials. Absorbable sutures and fasteners included.
o Often labeled with “Collagen” (“Bovine”- or “Porcine” collagen), “BAO”, “Bioabsorbable”, “Composite” or “Bio-composite”.**
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